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CSSR (Canadian Society for the Study of Rhetoric)
ACCUIB maintains the balance of a
Noreen Golfman (Memorial)
$15,000 SSHRC award, granted to us in the fall of
1998 to administer the Shared Programme. We put
The 2000 Congress of the Social Sciences and Huthat money to good use at the last Congress, helping
manities-University of Alberta
us defray the costs of travel for joint panelists, the
production of the programme itself, and associated
December marks the beginning of the busiest stretch
expenses. The big question is-what will we do
of ACCUIB activity, as the office involves itself
when the money runs out after the upcoming Conwith controlling the flow of Congress papers to those
gress? The award came to us through the Research
of you who have kindly agreed to vet submissions for
~d Development Initiative of SSHRC (RDI), essenus. As so many of us predicted, the number of subtially a one-off opportunity. But having oenefited
missions for the Edmonton Congress is about 60-70
from such good support for almost two years, we are
proposals higher than last year, a likely sign of both
now left wondering where to turn next. How should
travel-funding cycles and the appeal of the large and
we continue to finance the efforts of the Allied Assoaccommodating University of Alberta campus. We
ciation, and how best can we make the case to
are all looking forward to seeing each on the green
SSHRC that support for the annual Congress of
green banks of the North Saskatchewan, and encourlearned societies is as crucial as just about everything
age you to tell your colleagues to join us in late May
else SSHRC does. I will be sending President Marc
2000.
Renaud a letter to this effect in the new year, urging
We are also entering our fourth year of dehim and his Council to turn their attention to the
veloping a Shared Programme with the Allied Assotroubling question of how to sustain the vitality of
ciations, a group now swollen to twelve member sothe annual conference, and requesting that they accieties. We heartily welcome the Canadian Society
knowledge the important role the Congress has as a
for the Study of Rhetoric to the group, and look forsite of research dissemination. I believe we have
ward to collaborating on panels and plenary sessions
. SSHRC's attention about a lot of things these days,
with them and the other associations in the months
and that Marc Renaud is determined to recognize the
to come. Already there is talk among us about several
value of our work and activities in the humanities,
possibilities for thematic linkage, and a renewed
But we also need to help him formulate the right
commitment to interdisciplinary activity.
ways of thinking about our practices, and ensure that
To update you, here are the rest of the Alwe keep his and his Council's attention.
lied Associations (in English):
And so, aware of the diminishing resources
for the Shared Programme, somewhat anxious about
ACQL (Association for Canadian and Quebec Litthe amount of travel subsidies we will be receiving
eratures)
from SSHRC this year to help our members make the
AClR (Association for Canadian Theatre Research)
trip to Edmonton, always a little nervous about memCACLALS (Canadian Association for Commonbership figures, we are nonetheless thick into the
wealth Literature and Language Studies)
planning stages.
CCLA (Canadian Comparative Literature AssociaHere are some of the highlights of the 2000
tion)
Congress to date:
CLSG (Christianity and Literature Study Group)
COCWCOSH (Consortium for Computing in the
•
special sessions on Victorian literature in honHumanities)
our
of Kristin Brady;
CSM (Canadian Society of Medievalists)
•
special
sessions in collaboration with NASSR
CSRS (Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies)
(North American Society for Studies in RomanCSSR (Canadian Society for the Study of Religion)
ticism);
FSAC (Film Studies Association of Canada)

President's Column
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•

plenary session (May 26th) by Professor Teny
Goldie (York University), author of the forthcoming Lifewright: A Theoretical Sexual Autobiography;
plenary
session (May 27th) by Professor David
•
Norbrook (University of Maryland at College
Park), entitled '_Writing the English Republic:
Poetry, Rhetoric and Politics in the MidSeventeenth Century';
special sessions on pedagogy;
• special presentation by the Concrete Matters
Collective, University of Alberta;
• special professional concerns sessions (see Mary
Griffin' s colwnn);
wine and cheese party (May 26th) at the University of Alberta Faculty Club;
• sessions on the North, Globalization, and Law
and Society;
readings
by Alberta/Canadian authors;
•
joint
sessions
sponsored by the Allied Associa•
tions;
•
special session with CACE on selecting Chairs/
Heads of English departments;
and, as we like to say, much much more.
Please note the interesting announcement
in this newsletter by ACCUTE member Professor D .
M.R. Bentley concerning a Symposium on Creativity
and hmovation in the Arts and Sciences (p. 18), taking place at the same time .as our meetings in Edmonton, and fully initiated by Professor Bentley. Here
we will have yet another vital opportunity to demonstrate our role as intellectuals in the service of the
public good, as practicing educators committed to
the life of the imagination. Support this endeavour by
responding to Professor Bentley's call.

•

•

Membership
This is always a good time of year to take stock of
our association membership figures, and determine
the state of our health accordingly. One of our most
time-consuming if invisible contributions here at
Memorial over the last year and a half has been the
establishment of a fully updated membership database. We are now able to identify lapsed members
easily, to track membership patterns, isolate con-

spicuously joining and non-joining departments, recognize disciplinary and field tendencies, and determine both general and specific membership profiles.
One shocking revelation: for several years,
probably for many years before computer software,
ACCUTE carried approximately 200 unpaid members along on the books. For whatever reasons, these
members blithely ignored exhortations to sign up,
routinely receiving their newsletters and accepting
association privileges. As part of our fall membership
campaign, we decided to get tough about these
'members,' once and for all. We approached each
and every one individually, reminding them that if
they did not send in their membership fees by a target date then we would be removing them from our
lists. Some members were stunned and embarrassed
to realize they had not been paying fees, and
promptly did so, but many others declined to reply.
After a reasonable amount of time had passed, we
dropped these names from the database, leaving us
with a much more secure sense of what our actual
membership base is. So it is that we can now legitimately cite a membership number of around 760
members, sizably reduced from the pool of past
years, but still large enough to qualify as a large association, and the largest humanities association in
the country.
We also noted that only about a third of all
Canadian chairs and heads of English were paid-up
members of ACCUTE, a sorrowfully low percentage.
When we distributed our annual membership directory to paid members in October, we also sent copies
of these to non-member chairs, with a covering letter
specifically asking them to involve themselves in
ACCUTE, and to encourage their departmental
members to do the same. Some good results have
followed from these efforts, and we are happy to report that the number of ACCUTE departmental
chairs is steadily growing. Thanks to the good work
of the CACE Executive, as well, this number is
bound to increase.

HSSFC
Please read Frank Davey's HSSFC report in this issue of the newsletter. It comes to you fresh from a
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lively November weekend of meetings in Ottawa,
and, more to the point, as an impressive record of the
extraordinary effect that Frank has had on the Federation on our behalf. He has served ACCUTE brilliantly in his role as representative to the merged
Federation Assembly and as a dedicated Board member for the last three years. I am honoured to be following him in that capacity, and look forward to representing ACCUTE at the Board table with such a
strong history of ACCUTE activity and influence to
call on.
I am especially delighted to know that I
will be working with the President-Elect of the
HSSFC, Pat Clements whom many of you know as a
member of the English department at the University
of Alberta, and a recent former Dean of Arts. Professor Clements also participated on a memorable Committee on Professional Concerns panel at the last
Congress in Sherbrooke on the state-of-the-arts faculties (in an Age of Accounting). Her qualifications for
the new position are obvious to many of us who
know her: she is passionate about the profession and
the humanities in particular; she is highly accomplished, focussed and energetic. I am confident that
she will assume her new duties with gusto and skill.
You will note that in his column Frank Davey makes
a special plea to all of you who have not already
done so to send in your $5.00 to ACCUTE towards
the HSSFC. Frank wisely lists the direct benefits of
the Federation on all of our professional lives. The
work of the HSSFC might seem remote and unfamiliar to many of our members, but glancing at any one
of these items will tell you just how important it is to
support the Federation, and how crucial it is that the
Federation remains strong, solvent, and stable.
We have just submitted our first Federation
payment, with approximately one third of our renewed members having committed to this extra levy.
We think that many of you simply forgot to add the
extra five dollars to your membership renewals, but it

is never too late to do so, and we will cheerfully receive a cash or cheque payment at any time.
Office Changes (or, the cover newsletter photo
really shows five ofus)

Finally it is time to say good-bye to Dr. Susan
Drodge who has been our executive assistant since
the late winter of 1999. The exciting news is that
Susan is expected to deliver a baby in January; the
bad news is that she could not possibly manage the
ACCUTE office at the same time. We are happy for
her but very sorry to be losing her in this last and
busy stretch of Congress planning time at Memorial.
There have been many days when I wondered how
we could possibly have managed without her. Fortunately for us, Amy Tompkins, the graduate assistant
who has been assigned to ACCUTE for the last year
and a half, and who has been an indispensable part
of our organization, has agreed to take over as executive assistant for the next five months. Amy well
knows her way around our office, and, perhaps more
importantly, the Web, and so we are much comforted
in knowing that she will be with us here and in Edmonton for the Congress to help us handle the constant flow of business and communications. I know
that those of you who have come to know Susan,
virtually or in the flesh, will join me in wishing her
the very best in her adventure as a new mother. Let
us also all warmly welcome Amy-a Calgary native- who is now finishing up her Masters at MUN.
I also wish to take this opportunity to wish all of you
a happy holiday season, and to thank you for your
continuing support for ACCUTE. The March newsletter will contain a draft programme, but we will be
in touch with all of you who submitted proposals to
the Congress sometime in February. Please contact
us if you have any questions.
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The November 1999 HSSFC Meetings
Frank Davey (Western), Representative to
the HSSFC (outgoing)
ACCUTE had four goals at these meetings:
(I) to continue prepc1:ring the ground for an
increase in the per capita fees which member
associations pay to the Federation; (2) to
strengthen the Congress meetings; (3) to
make the programs. of the Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI) and Canadian Institutes for Health Research (CIHR) accessible to ACCUTE members; and (4) to enlarge
the Federation's current consideration of
Performance Indicators. I can report some
progress on all four.

1. HSSFC Fees to Associations.
We managed to place this question emphatically on the Federation agenda. This is an
issue all ACCUTE members should feel
strongly about. At present individual members of Canadian scholarly associations pay
$7.00 annually to support the Federation.
Our colleagues who are not members pay
nothing, although we all enjoy the benefits
which the Federation's lobbying efforts have
helped bring to the Humanities and Social
Sciences, including:
- 20% of the new 21st-Century
Chairs for Research Excellence (40
chairs at a value of $40 million);
- specific inclusion of humanities
and social sciences eligibility for
grants from the Canada Foundation
for Innovation;

- a 46% increase in the SSHRC
Travel Grants program;
- reinstatement of the SSHRC Release Time Stipends program;
- protection of postal subsidies to
learned journals;
- a $19 .5 million increase in general
federal funding for research in the
humanities an social sciences since
1998.
ACCUTE members, through a vote
taken at our 1999 AGM, may voluntarily
pay an additional $5.00 to the Federation
annually. Some of the gains that the Federation has helped bring us benefit us indirectly
by benefitting our universities, or our undergraduate or graduate students; others assist
us directly by providing us with travel
grants, research grants, and subsidized journals in which we can publish our research.
Considering the impact the Federation can have on our professional careers, it
is imperative that we try to get the current
$7.00 annual Federation fee into some general cost perspective: that it is less than the
price of a cinema ticket, or a modest bottle
of wine. Your executive believes that to give
such minuscule support to efforts on which
so many aspects of our professional lives
depend is foolhardy, and is now urging all
Federation associations to seek a higher fee.
Moreover, SSHRC currently matches the
fees paid by members, so that any increase
such as ACCUTE's voluntary $5 surcharge
has potentially double value to the Federation.
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2. Strengthening the Congress Meetings.

ACCUTE envisages future Congresses in
which the interdisciplinary opportunities enjoyed by most ACCUTE members through
the Allied Associations program are enjoyed
by the members of all associations. As I
noted to the General Assembly, if there are
few interdisciplinary opportunities for an
association at the Congress, its members
might well decide to meet elsewhere. Ways
of expanding interdisciplinarity include not
only joint sessions but also an expanded
book fair and colloquia and symposia in
which members of numerous associations
participate.
As a way of opening the Congress to
more inter-association participation, ACCUTE supported a proposal to make access
to all Congress programs one of the benefits
of the Congress registration, as long as the
delegate is a paid-up member of, and registered at the Congress with, at least one association.
ACCUTE also supported more rigorous enforcing of Congress registration,
including a proposal that associations require presenters and session chairs to preregister at the Congress in order to have
their names kept on the program. We are all
defrauded when participants in the Congress
evade registering and paying the Congress
registration fee. A survey taken at the 1999
Congress indicated that approximately onethird of the participants were presenting papers or chairing sessions without having registered. lbis evasion weakens the Congress
overall, and indirectly requires the rest of us

to pay higher fees to cover part of the shortfall.
The 1999 Sherbrooke/Bishop's
Congress had a deficit of $45,000, but
would have had a surplus had every participant registered.
3. The Canadian Foundation for Innovation

and The Canadian Institutes for Health Research.

It is clear that to date the CFI has done more
damage than good to the humanities and social sciences. Reports from juries indicate
that humanities proposals in particular have
difficulty competing under the 'social benefit' criteria of the program with medical science proposals that promise to save and extend human life. Universities, aware that the
success rate of humanities and social sciences proposals is much lower than that of
proposals from the medical and natural sciences, have been reluctant to put humanities
and social sciences proposals forward. Concurrently, the matching monies required by
the program are causing universities to divert funding from the teaching and administrative budgets of the humanities and social
sciences to the medical and natural science
CFI proposals.
We all need to be aware of these
problems with CFI and to do what we can on
our own campuses both to make them visible
and to lobby deans, faculty councils, senates, and faculty associations to address
them. Covert remarks that funding for a new
humanities appointment has been cut in order to raise matching funds for a CFI science
proposal should be converted into public dis
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cussion of the academic and philosophical
implications of such reallocations.
The ACCUTE executive is also concerned that the CIHR program, currently in
its formative stages, could do similar damage to the humanities, despite the program's
declared ope1U1eSs to ·humanities research. At
these Federation meetings we brought this
concern to general attention, urging the Federation to do all possible to ensure that the
Humanities are represented on the CIHR
governing council (shortly to be appointed
by the Prime Minister) . We received indications that the Federation would be pro-active
on this issue, working out the kinds of CIHR
procedures, structures, criteria, and application practices that would best serve the humanities and social sciences, and lobbying
for their adoption by the new governing
council.

4. Performance Indicators:
There are now three reports on Performance
Indicators, commissioned by the Federation,
on the Federation's web site (www.hssfc.ca).
These reports document how the debates
about performance indicators reflect the attempts of governments to impose a discourse
of quantification on our disciplines - as
when, for example, we are evaluated by our
administrations in terms of the amount of
research funding we have brought to the university. Partly through ACCUTE's efforts at
these meetings, it is likely that the Federation
will move on from these reports by investigating how the humanities and social sciences can develop their own discourses of
evaluation. ACCUTE joined other associa-

tions urging that the Federation organize a
cross-disciplinary session on performance
evaluation at the Edmonton Congress.
These meetings were my last as ACCUTE's
representative to the Federation and as a
Federation director. I leave with the belief
that the HSSFC is the most effective voice
Canadian scholars in the humanities and social sciences have ever had. This is an extraordinarily responsive Federation, with a
dedicated staff and executive that listens intently to the concerns and suggestions of
constituent associations such as ACCUTE.
The Federation's members are welcomed in
most offices on Parliament Hill, and its
"Breakfast-on-the-Hill" scholarly presentations to MPs and civil servants eagerly anticipated and amazingly well attended. It has
earned all of us and our disciplines the respect and interest of those we often thought
scorned us. ACCUTE, though the persistent
work in the early 1990s of Len Findlay, Michael Keefer, and Connie Rooke, played a
huge role in creating this impressive and
productive institution. It is continuing to
play a major role, with Patricia Clements
newly elected to the position of PresidetElect, Noreen Golfinan newly elected to succeed me on the Board of Directors, and Judith Herz continuing as Chair of the ASPP
Management Board. The HSSFC is very
much your federation. Please do send us
your voluntary $5.00 supplementary fee to
help support it.
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ESC's Editorial Advisory Board
Mary Jane Edwards (Carleton), Editor ofESC
As we clean up our desks and contemplate our
Christmas cards, many of us, I suspect, consider

where we have been, what we have done, and
from whom we have received help in the preceding year. This morning, at any rate, I have
been thinking of these concerns in regard to
English Studies in Canada (ESC) in general
and its Editorial Advisory Board (EAB) in particular. I have, in fact, been carrying out the
annual change of the membership of this Board,
which is now being timed, sensibly I trust, to
coincide with a new year and a new volume.
Making these adjustments has reminded me of all twenty members of the EAB.
They represent seventeen different universities
in Canada and abroad. They cover all the fields
of American, Canadian. and English literature
and most, if not all, critical and theoretical approaches. At least one of them assesses each
submission that we receive. They review, and
find reviewers, for us. They urge, I am told,
their colleagues to submit articles to ESC.
Above all, they keep a wary eye on the editor
and her team as they proffer advice on the many
matters that come up for discussion, including,
latterly, the business-and I use the word deliberately--0f electronic journals. Their lively,
albeit sometimes contradictory, advice stimulates us all.
Inevitably, for a variety of reasonssimilarity of professional interests, personal acquaintance, even a special way of saying what
has to be said---certain members of the EAB
impress one in unique ways. When I became
editor, for example, Douglas Wurtele was particularly eloquent about "Mike" Moore, his former student, who, to quote the outgoing editor,
had "been on the Board forever" but who was
"too valuable" to lose, and Derek Wood, his

good friend, who wrote, again to quote the outgoing editor, "absolutely wonderful assessments." And Douglas did not exaggerate in his
praise of these two colleagues. They have been
the "perfect" EAB members: conscientious;
faithful; and patient with us and our various
learning cwves in the multiple tasks that an
editorial team performs. Thinking about Michael Moore and Derek Wood this morning,
thus, has made me sad, for, finally, after many
years-several years; in fact, beyond any reasonable time of service-I have been in the process of replacing them on the EAB. Writing
them their letters of appreciation, however, has
made me realize again just how much they and
all the other members of the Board do for ESC
with relatively few rewards and, I fear, even less
recognition.
If, on the one h.,!llld, I have been saying
"au revoir''---both Michael and Derek have
promised to continue helping us, of course--0n
the other hand, I have the great pleasure of saying "Welcome" to their replacements, Mervyn
Nicholson of the University College of the Ci¢boo and Jeanne Shami of the University of Regina. Since Merv and I served on the Executive
of ACCUTE together, he is well known to me
as an eclectic and energetic critic and commentator on all sorts of educational and literary issues. He is also particularly welcome as a representative of one of the "new" British Columbia
university colleges. I have never met Jeanne,
although I once travelled in exotic climes with a
member of her family. I have often heard of her,
however, through her work on John Donne's
manuscripts; scholarly editors, furthermore, are
naturally dear to my heart. I am also pleased
that she comes from the University of Regina,
which has not been represented on the EAB for
sometime.
And so the EAB goes on, as does ESC.
At the moment the graduate students, Lee Ann
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Astephen and John Baillieul, who both hail
from Cape Breton, and I are hard at work copyediting and preparing for printing the articles
for the double issue that we are preparing on the
History of the Book. Arnd Bohm, the new Managing Editor, and I are looking forward to submissions for the special issue that we have been
advertising on Women and Texts; these offerings are due, incidentally, at the end of January
2000. We are also happily receiving both new

and revised articles for assessment. That word,
of course, completes the circle of this article
itself. For without the willing work of all the
members of the Editorial Advisory Board of
English Studies in Canada, ACCUTE'sjoumal
could not be produced. At the end of this millennium, then, and at the beginning of the next,
we should all praise these diligent colleagues
who enthusiastically serve our profession in so
many editorial ways.

CACE Executive Meeting, University of Ottawa, 8 November 1999
Sherrill Grace (British Columbia), Chair of
CACE

lated issues.
4. Stress! Evaluation and Stress Management:
CACE Vice-President, Dr. David McNeil, is
organizing a panel to discuss various manifestations of stress and factors contributing to stress
for students, faculty, and administrators such as
increasing class sizes, rising research expectations, teaching 'loads', negotiating and resolving
tension and conflict, and accountability pressures.

Members of the CACE executive met to discuss
planning for the Congress 2000 meetings at the
University of Alberta in May. CACE will hold
its meeting on Tuesday, May 23rd and its tentative program will include the following sessions:
1. Research Funding for English in the 21st
Century: Dr. Patricia Demers, Associate VicePresident Research, University of Alberta, has
agreed to attend, and a Council representative is
being invited. We will be discussing the new
developments with CIHR, SSHRC, jointinitiatives, 21st Century Research Chairs, and
the broader topics of collaborative and interdisciplinary research. Sherrill Grace is organizing
this session.
2. Report on Hiring: Dr. Paul Stevens will update CACE on hiring and bring some new questions to the table.
3. Performance Indicators: in the light of increasing trends towards the introduction of
"Pls" in some Canadian institutions, CACE will
have a panel-session on "Pis" with particpants
from different departments. Dr. Paul Harland is
organizing this panel. Dr. Keith Wilson is organizing a joint CACE-ACCUTE panel on re-

Our Agenda also included a report from ACCUTE President, Dr. Noreen Golfman, on
membership concerns; CACE has agreed to assist in any way it can and will be including a
reminder on ACCUTE membership with its
forthcoming letter and Newsletter for Chairs.
We reviewed the CACE Treasurer's Report, the
need for a CACE "mailer" or list-serve, and we
discussed the need for more contributions to
English Studies in Canada. And we concluded
our meeting with a discussion of members of
the executive for 2000-01.
CACE Executive: Sherrill Grace (UBC), President; David McNeil (Dalhousie); VicePresident; Keith Wilson (Ottawa), Treasurer;
Paul Harland (Augustana UC), Member-atlarge; Paul Stevens (Queens), Past-President;
Noreen Golfman (Memorial), President of ACCUTE

'

J
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Professional Concerns
Mary L. Griffin (Kwantlen), Chair of the Professional Concerns C~mmittee
The Professional Conc~ms ~ornrnittee has been quite busy conversing electronically during
the fall. Most of our discussion has been focussed on possible topics for panels at the Edmonton conference. Some of the topics under discussion have been the challenges of teaching in
the north, the future of English Departments, on-line courses, and outcomes, to name a few.
We are fine tuning things at the moment.
The issue of sessional and part-time work remains a constant issue.

On Professional Concerns: A Letter
to the Editor
Robert Irish (Toronto)
Dear Editor:
In the June ACCUIE Newsletter, Mervyn
Nicholson identified "writing in the disciplines" (aka. WID) as a "cult" and "problem"
for English studies. As a leader of such a cult, I
thought I should respond. My response is not
intended to lure the unsuspecting into the cultic
world of WID, rather I find myself bristling at
the fundamental assumptions that Nicholson
makes on behalf of those in "English" and wish
to set the record straight about how WID intersects with English and how it might do so.
Nicholson asks four questions of WID that I
will summarize as follows:
1. Do (or can) instructors outside of English
teach writing and reading?
2. Should "we" in English respond to WID?
3. Should we support or oppose WID?
4. How can English maintain the link between
writing and reading, and the value of reading to
writing?
I could answer quite quickly: 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3.
Support, 4 ......

Answering the fourth question is tricky
because it, like the others, is based on a false
premise and arrogance.
The premise is that English values
writing. If that premise were true, university
English programs in Canada would look significantly different than most do, both in offerings and within courses themselves. Offerings
might include courses in rhetoric or argument,
or at least writing courses beyond the introductory "service" course, but even if such Americanisms are too despicable, English courses
themselves might place value in writing. They
do not. Evaluating students on an essay, midterm and final does nothing to encourage good
writing, much less the good habits of mind we
might wish to engender. Yet, courses with just
such structure can be found at nearly every
school across the country-often in the majority.
Further, most assignments in English
are sloppy. No wonder Nicholson fears the
"learning outcomes juggernaut." We ask students to "discuss" a topic, when what we really
want is a carefully constructed argument in
which we want the student to establish a position and argue it with textual rigour and theoretical sophistication-such things as we hope
we model in our teaching. That the majority
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remains so sloppy about instruction of writing-both in how we assign it and whether we
teach it-belies Mervyn Nicholson's premise.
While we may know a link between writing and
reading is important, we have failed to maintain
it.
More troubling than the premise is the
arrogance. I am not accusing Mervyn Nicholson personally, such arrogance is systemic to
English study in Canada. His first question
above betrays it. Let me ask: who are we in
English to assume that those outside it do not
read or write, or value it? I was introduced to
the best book on writing (Joseph Williams's
Style: Toward Clarity and Grace) by a Civil
Engineer. Moreover, much writing that English faculty would never deem worthy their attention-in fields as diverse as ergonomics and
fluid mechanics-has more to teach us about
clarity of thought and richness oflanguage than
many literary figures, and nearly every critic.
To believe that only literature holds style worthy of emulation is arrogant.
Of course, I have a more fundamental
difficulty: Nicholson views WID as a problem.
I view it as an opportunity, not only because it
has provided me, and many English expats like
me, with stable and interesting employmentfar superior to the sessional drudgery and
waitering of many of my peers-but also because it provides English study with a relevance
it has largely lost. Students in Engineering
where I work are anxious to learn to write: this
year 100 upper- year students clamoured to get
into our few slots in a non-credit writing seminar.
Another 85 took oral communication
workshops. Our non-credit grad course always
has a waiting list of 50. Try finding that enthusiasm among English majors! Whether or not
English supports WID is largely irrelevant; it
will progress because it is a good idea. It

teaches
students the kind of skills of language and of
mind that English teaches when at its best, but
better, it does so in context.
In his list of problems, Mervyn Nicholson also asks "how do our colleagues in other
disciplines view English?" WID has emerged
precisely because English studies have become
irrelevant; English has a greater interest in the
most recent theoryspeak, than in teaching
students. Do not take from this, however, that I
oppose theory, or that WID is untheorized.
Reading journals such as Technical Communication Quarterly or Written Communication
will quickly dispel such foolishness; however,
WID is by nature rhetorical. Thus, it addresses
the needs of its audience: students need to learn
to communicate in the discipline. Engineering
students go off to take English courses where
they do less writing than occurs in the average
lab course. Further, if they are taught at all,
they are taught to hide the point in a string of
beletristic verbiage rather than to value conciseness, preciseness and clarity. Being able to
write English essays does not serve engineers
particularly well, either as students or employees. They need to communicate complex information to diverse audiences who need to act on
it.
Does literature then have a role to
play? Certainly. Two students visited my office
last week with a proposal for their fourth-year
design project in Electrical engineering. It was
elegantly written, and carefully craftedfeatures, I assure you, that are still too rare.
When I asked about their writing success, one
shrugged and attributed his skill to Dickens-to
his love of good reading.
The challenge is there, should English
be willing to accept it: reading and writing are
connected, but we must connect them by reaching out. WID is an open field; at some schools,
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even a growth industry. The reason it is so, is
that English departments have failed to be relevant to the rhetorical needs of their campuses
prefering instead to hide inside the
(increasingly sullied) mantle of literature alone.
Yes literature, not alone. Make it relevant to
the engineer, the chemist, the economist, the
architect. Then, English departments could
stand at the fulcrum of their campuses instead
of teetering at the lever's edge.
Lest I be seen as griping, let me conclude by saying that I am proud that I have an
English education (even share some of the arrogance of that indoctrination), but I am also
proud of the contribution I now make to Engineering education. My criticism is that of a
child (however impertinent) who loves his parent but chastizes as he sees the parent dodder
toward irrelevance. Whether English has aged

On Professional Concerns: A Response
Mervyn Nicholson (Cariboo), Former Chair of
the Professional Concerns Committee

The brief note in the Newsletter that
Dr. Irish objects to refers to the Writing in the
Disciplines movement as "cult-like" (not as a
cult).
Sometimes, advocates of writing in the
disciplines give the impression of evangelical
fervor, an almost religious zeal, and this intensity of feeling is often combined with surprisingly intense hostility toward English studies
and English departments, added to the impression that belief in writing in the disciplines is
still more a matter of faith than of demonstrated
results: hence "cult-like." Dr. Irish's statement

beyond reason remains a question. Certainly, to
see WID as a "cult" and "problem" is irrational.
At some schools, as at most U.S. universities,
English departments may, in fact, be the appropriate places to base endeavours in Writing in
Disciplines. Even if not, English departments
owe it to themselves to understand WID rather
than bother whether they support or oppose it.
Their support matters not a bit, but their understanding might go a long way toward deepening
Engish studies in the new millenium.
Sincerely,
Robert Irish
Coordinator of Language Across the Curriculum
Applied Science and Engineering
University of Toronto
http://www.ecf.toronto.edu/-writing/

goes far toward correcting this impression.
ACCUTE has room for all our colleagues concerned with writing and reading.
The original note (#3) in the item referred to by Dr. Irish is as follows:
Writing in the disciplines. This cultlike movement flourishes in the U.S., and is
rapidly growing here. Do our colleagues in
other disciplines actually teach their students
the skills we specialize in, writing and reading?
What should our policy be toward this movement? Should we oppose or support writing in
the disciplines? And in general, how are we
going to maintain the link we have always believed in that writing and reading skills are
connected, and that the study of literature has
something important to do with the skill of
writing?
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Graduate Student Report
Bafia Boe Stolar (Memorial), Graduate Student Representative

End of term usually has a sense of rushing, completing projects, meeting deadlines, all in time for
some holiday shopping (with what money?), and eventually a brief holiday with family and friends.
But at the GSC, this end of term carries a feeling of beginnings as we welcome new members who
have recently joined ACCUTE - hope to see you all in Edmonton! We are also happy that Wendy
Roy will continue to act as campus representative at McGill and that Linda Morra is the new campus
representative at the University of Ottawa. There are still many universities that need to be represented, so if you would like to find out more about what is involved in being a campus rep, or if you
would like to participate more actively in the GSC, please contact me at c77bbs@morgan.ucs.mun.
ca.
We also proudly introduce our new web page! Steve McCullough, GSC Secretary and web page designer, will describe it in more detail.
Happy holidays!

GSCWeb page
Steve McCullough (Dalhousie), GSC Secretary

The Grad Student Caucus has now taken on a virtual incarnation; look for the new GSC web page at:
http://is2.dal.ca/-slmccu1Vaccute_gsc/
There is also a link to our web page from the ACCUTE web page.
We plan to use the web site to disseminate information about the Caucus and to provide a useful resource for grad students' scholarly and professional interests. Right now you can find .general information about the Caucus goals and purposes and how to contact the executive and campus representatives; other pages present resources of professional interest to graduate students such as calls for
papers put out by graduate journals and conferences, links to job searching and professional skills
information, and links to all the English grad programs in Canada.
Expect these resources to grow! And if you have any information that should be included, please let
us know.
As we continue to define our role and take on new projects, they will be announced and publicized
via the web page. We have been discussing the possibility of instituting a mailing list: please let us
know if there is any interest out there for a graduate student e-mail forum. The web site should be
considered permanently under revision: please send your suggestions or corrections about the content
and links.to me at slmccull@is2.dal.ca.
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Sessional Rep On ACCUTE Executive
Anne Quema (Carleton), Sessional Representative on the ACCUTE Professional Concerns
Committee

The course of events:
In June and September 1999, the ACCUTE office published my statement which called for
suggestions in connection with the process leading to the creation of such a position. By the
end of October, we reached Halloween and still
no response. Susan Drodge then sent the September statement to each sessional subscribing
to ACCUTE. This generated five answers; I
also got statements from two members who attended the historical sessional meeting at Sherbrooke in June. On November 21, I wrote a
statement delineating the course of events and
making concrete proposals for the creation of
the sessional position. I sent this statement to
all sessionals who had been in touch with me
over the last nine months (13 in total). I then
asked Susan Drodge to send the concrete proposals to sessionals who subscribe to ACCUTE.
These last two moves generated 9 responses.
Reasons for low rate of responses:
Sessionals who responded suggested three main
reasons for the low rate of responses: one argued that "sessionals tend to think of their
plight in a more individualized, or institutionspecific, way than we might have assumed."
Others pointed out that sessionals are forever on
the go, trying to make ends meet, and finding
little time to look after themselves. Finally, one
sessional stated the following: "considering how
marginalized part-timers are in this profession,
no one wants to believe that this is where they
belong or that this is what they are working towards. Most of us would actually prefer to think
of ourselves as 'not having a job' than think of
ourselves as part- timers ... Of course this is

precisely this kind of thinking which allows for
the perpetuation of the marginalization and exploitation of sessional instructors."
Proposals for the creation of the sessional position:
Four concrete proposals have emerged out of
email exchanges from June 1999 to December
1999. Between brackets, I indicate the number
of sessionals in favour of the different proposals. I included myself as a participant in this
process. Sometimes respondents answered partially so that for instance the general number of
answers for one general question may be 5, but
the particulars of the same question may have
generated 7 answers. It looks as if there is a
split between support for a committee whose
chair would represent the concerns of the different types of sessionals on the executive and support for a two-headed representative. I describe
the two different approaches in the next two
sections 1) and 2):
I) We should create a cross-section committee
of members who would reflect the different
statuses of sessionals (5). The chair of the committee would act as a representative on the ACCUTE executive. The members of the committee should represent different categories of the
sessional constituency. These categories include:
• student sessionals/non-student sessionals (5)
• gender (5)
·
• region (7)
2) Two sessionals should serve as representatives on the ACCUTE executive so as to represent two constituencies, namely student sessionals (or recent recipients of doctorates) and nonstudent sessionals. (3)
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3) The sessional who will work as representative must be compensated in one way or another. Most respondents agreed that in exchange for his/her work on the executive, the
representative should be allowed to attend the
annual Congress of the Social Sciences and Humanities without incurring travel and accommodation expenses. In the event of executive
meetings during the year, the sessional representative should also have travel and accommodation expenses reimbursed. (6)
4) The election of a sessional representative
should take place electronically (5). This
method is cost effective although it may in some
cases prevent people without access to email
from participating.

A mechanism needs to be established that will
lead to the election of a representative by way of
electronic voting (5). The steps involved include:
a) electronic call for nominations for the position of sessional representative on the ACCUTE
executive. We can use the ACCUTE list of
email addresses as a means of reaching sessionals.
- b) selection of period ofx number of weeks during which candidates present their
backgrounds and statements. Again, the information couid be sent to sessionals by email.
c) electronic vote at the end of this period. At
this point, we need to use an electronic
means of voting which allows members to cast
their ballots in privacy.

Recommendations for the next stage:
In June 1999, the decision was made that ses-

sionals should devise a mechanism that would
lead to the creation of a position to represent
sessionals on the ACCUTE executive. So far we
have come up with four proposals and to this
extent, the objective has been reached. However, given the low rate of responses, it might
be appropriate to send these four proposals one
last time to sessionals who subscribe to ACCUTE, and ask them to respond clearly and
thoroughly to these four proposals by the end of
January 2000. The questions to the constituency
are simple:
• Are you in favour of a cross-section committee
with chair as ACCUTE representative?
• Or, are you in favour of two representatives
(student/non-student sessional)?
• Are you in favour of compensating the representative ( paying for travel and accommodation
expenses)
• Are you in favour of an electronic vote?
• Do you have other suggestions?
Remember: an official representation on the
ACCUTE executive will give us a voice, national visibility, and a means to organize nationally to respond to the predicament we all
share.
One more effort: send your response to Anne
Quema at anne.quema@sympatico.ca
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Untangling the WWWeb
Ron Tetreault (Dalhousie), ACCUTE Executive
Member-at-Large

A message making the rounds of online discussion groups lately reminds us that
techology is a solution that brings with it a new
set of problems:
"Someone has said that an infinite number
of monkeys pecking away at an infinite number
of keyboards would eventually produce Hamlet.
The Internet has disproved this theory. "Like
television's vast wasteland, the Internet often
seems to be a garbage bin of pornography, advertizing, and advice on how to build bombs.
Anyone who has used a search engine knows
that the Internet is so much more, but the problem we can't escape is how to sift out the
wanted from the unwanted. Far from being an
information highway, the Internet is pldgued by
a surplus of information.
Cyberspace has no apparent limits,
new material is being added daily, and there are
no restrictions on who can roam this new frontier. Anyone with a modem and rudimentary
knowledge of HTML can post pages to the
World Wide Web. Few online discussion
groups restrict membership, and many are unmoderated. Yet such groups do develop standards ofbehaviour, even if they are only habits
of "netiquette" that evolve through social negotiation. A similar process can be applied to
taming the Web, though it is one in which educators play a vital role.
If all we did as teachers was to convey
information, then maybe we could be replaced
by machines. But we aim higher than that: we
try to instill in our students habits of critical
thought that will enable them to engage in debate and to further knowledge. The most important thing we can teach our students about
the Internet is not a set of manipulative skills,

then, but a critical consciousness toward its vast
sea of information. When the search engine
spits out a thousand "hits", they need the ability
no less in cyberspace than in the books they
read to critically evaluate what they encounter.
Students need to learn how to interrogate the Internet, especially when they are using
it as a research tool. We must help them raise
pertinent questions about issues such as
1) authority: can we tell who developed the site? what claim do they have to the
expertise they claim? is the site sponsored by a
commercial or an educational body?
2) purpose: what sort of audience is
the site addressed to? is the content appropriate
to the ostensible aim of the site and to your
needs?
3) coverage: what degree of depth does
this site offer? how does it compare to other
sites on the same topic? does it contain useful
links to related websites?
4) currency: does the site show the date
when it was written or when it was last updated? have the links to other sites been maintained, or are there a lot of dead links?
5) objectivity: is there a detectable bias
to the material presented? is there a conflict of
interest between the content and any advertizing that may accompany it?
6) accuracy: what reason is there to
believe that the information presented is reliable? what are the sources for the information
presented? is the information presented clearly,
and according to common rules of grammar,
spelling, and composition?
Librarians have been very active in
developing these criteria, and English teachers
have a responsibility to communicate them to
their students. A valuable guide to the critical
evaluation of Internet resources is available
from the Dalhousie University Libraries website
<http://www.library.dal.ca/ssh/method.htm>,
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and other institutions have compiled similar
aids (try <http://www.albany.edu/library/
internet/evaluate.html>). Far from being out

moded by new technology, our skills are in demand as much as ever, provided we are prepared to adapt them to new situations.

Symposium on Creativity and Innovation in the Arts and Sciences
Held on May 25-26 at the University of Alberta, during the Congress of the Social
Sciences and Humanities, the Symposium on Creativity and Innovation in the Arts
and Sciences will celebrate and explore the creative quality shared by all disciplines
and actively promote linkages between the arts, sciences, humanities and social sciences. Multi-disciplinary panel discussions and workshops, open to all Congress delegates, aim to suggest ways to support and promote the development of greater creativity in Canada by addressing three fundamental questions:
•What makes a creative and imaginative mind?
•How can we encourage creativity and imagination in the school system?
•How can we encourage creativity and innovation in organizations?
A compilation of suggestions made at the Symposium will be submitted to the Honourable Herb Gray, P.C., M.P., Deputy Prime Minister and Minister responsible for
the Millennium Bureau of Canada as a Millennium Initiative of the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council, the National Research Council, the Humanities
and Social Sciences Federation and the University of Alberta.
The Symposium will also feature a keynote address, a multi-disciplinary research
showcase and web-casting of all proceedings.

~

~
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Addendum to the ACCUTE Directory: Fall
1999 New Members
al-Musawki, Muhsin J.
(Tunis 1)

-r

I
I

Almonte, Richard (g,
McMaster)
416 483-2908
ralmonte@lpg.ca
PL: Cdn: Early Cdn I Black
Cdn; AA: Contemp, Mary
Shadd, Peter Ackroyd
Baird, John D. (p, Toronto)
416 585-4451
john.baird@utoronto.ca
PL: 18C Brit Lit; AA: 20C
Brit Lit
Baum, Melina (g)
604 488-1214
melinabaum@hotmail.com
PL: 20C Cdn; AA: PoCo St;
Minority Narratives
Bold, Christine (ao, Guelph)
519 824-4120 x3882
cbold@uoguelph.ca
PL: Am; AA: Cult St
Brace, Patricia (at, Laurentian)
705 675-1151 x4374
pbrace@niqcel.laurentian.ca
PL: Ren; AA: 16C
Brush, Pippa (pd, Calgary)
403 220-3929

pmbrush@ucalgary.ca
Cain, Stephen (g, York)
cainstephen@hotmail.com
PL: Cdn; AA: Poetry and Poetics; Mod; Avant-Garde
Movements

dilworth@uwindsor.ca
PL: Mod Brit; AA: Poetry;
Rom
Douglas, Christopher (at, Furman University)
864 294-3153
christopher.douglas@furman.
edu
PL: Am; AA: Ethnic Minority Am Lit, Native Cdn, Asian
Cdn Writing, 20C

Cameron, Rebecca (pd, Alberta)
780 492-2443
Rebecca.Cameron@UAlberta.
ca
PL: Mod Drama; AA:
Women's Lit, Computing and
Humanities

Doyle, Sherry (g, Memorial)
f43md@morgan.ucs.mun.ca
PL: Can; AA: 18C

Cariou, Warren (pd, British
Columbia)
604 822-5126
wcariou@interchange.ubc.ca
PL: Rom; AA: Metis Culture,
Crit Th, Modernism; Psychoanalysis, CrWr

Dudek, Debra (g, Winnipeg)
786-9958
ddudek@uwinnipeg.ca
PL: 20C Cdn Prose; AA:
Women's & Gen St; Body Th;
Fem Th; Mod; PoCo St; WritingbyWomen

Deer, Glenn (ao, British Columbia)
604 822-4469
gdeer@interchange.ubc.ca
PL: Cdn.; AA: Asian Cdn/
Am Lit; Rhet Th

Farvolden, Pamela (s, Alberta)
780 492-2432
pfarvold@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
PL: Mdv; AA: Writing/Comp

Deitch, Judith (s, Toronto)
416 926-1300 x3294
jdeitch@chass.utoronto.ca
PL: Mdv; AA: Ren; Histoiy
of Rhetoric

Findlay, Len (p, Saskatchewan)
306 966-5506
findlay@sask.usask.ca
PL: 19C Brit, AA: Literary &
Cultural Th

Dilworth, Thomas (p, Windsor)
519 253-4232 x2299

Finn, Patrick (g, Victoria)
250 721-6331
pjfinn@uvic.ca
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PL: Editorial Th; AA: Crit
Th; Cult St; Hypertext
Gagan, Rebecca (g, Western)
rgagan@julian.uwo.ca
PL: Lit Th
Hamlin, Hannibal (g, Yale)
hhamlin137@aol.com
PL: Ren Poety and Psalms;
AA: Eng Drama, Ref Lit, Music and Poetry, Biblical Allusion, The Psalms, Shakespeare, Donne, Milton
Hart, Carol (ins, Kayas Cultural College)
780 659-3760
Berrie, Jeffrey (g, Alberta)
jherrle@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
PL: l 8C; AA: Periodical
Press, Samuel Johnson; Samuel Richardson
Holloway-Ramirez, Susan
(g, Manitoba)
susanholloway@hotmail.com
PL: Cont Cdn; AA: Crit Th;
Hispanic Lit

PL: Ren; AA: Drama, Lit and
the Visual Arts, Shakespeare,
Donne, Milton, Virginia
Woolf
Irish, Robert (Coordinator of
Language Across the Curriculum, Toronto)
416 978-6708
irish@ecf.utoronto.ca
PL: Ren; AA: Technical Wr;
Contemp Brit Lit, Writing
Across the Curriculum
Irvine, Dean (g, McGill)
dirvin@po-box."mcgill.ca
PL: Can Lit; AA: Modernism, Little Magazines, Editing
Jackson, J.R. de J. (p, Toronto)
416 585-4457
heatherJackson@utoronto.ca
PL:"Late 18C I Rom; AA:
Biblio; editing; Contemp Th
Jarraway, David (ao, Ottawa)
613 56205800 x1218
jarraway@uottawa.ca
PL: Am; AA: Lit Th; Cult St;
Queer Th; Gay & Lesbian St

Holmgren, Michele (s, Brandon)
204 727-9790
holmgrenm@brandonu.ca
PL: Cdn; AA: Ir; PoCo; Regionalism

Khoo, Jun Ling (g, Western)
jlkhoo@julian.uwo.ca
PL: Contemp Can Fict; AA:
18C Fict, Women's Lit

Huebert, Ronald (p, Dalhousie)
902 494-6946
rhuebert@is.dal.ca

Kraenzel, Frederick (ret)
fkraenz@globetrotter.net
PL: Motives for Interest in
Literature; AA: Philosophy

and Literature
Kulba, Tracy (g, Alberta)
tkulba@telusplanet.net
PL: Early 20C Cdn Lit
LaFramboise, Lisa (s, Alberta)
780 492-2531
llaframb@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
PL: Cdn; AA: Travel Lit,
Women's Writing
Last, Suzan (g, Victoria)
sulast@uvic.ca
PL: Narrative Theory; AA:
Ren Drama; Shakespeare
Leggatt, Judith (at, Lakehead)
807 343-8286
jleggatt@gale.lakeheadu.ca
PL: PoCo; AA: Cdn; First
Nations Lit
Lepage, John L. (p,
Malaspina)
250 741-2101
lepage@mala.bc.ca
PL: Ren; AA: Translation
Lovesey, Oliver (cp, Okanagan UC)
250 762-5445 x7385
olovesey@admin.okangan.bc.
ca
PL: Vic Fiction; AA: PoCo
Fiction
MacArthur, Janet (cp,
Okanagan)
250 762-5445
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jhmacart@okanagan.bc.ca
PL: Early Mod; AA: Lifewriting
Mack, Marcia (g, Memorial)
marcy@ganymede.cs.mun.ca
PL: 20C Can; AA: PoCo
Matthews, Wendy (g, Saskatchewan)
306 966-5486
wendym@duke.usask.ca
PL: Am; AA: Women's Lit;
Crit Th; Fem Th
Mayeda, Andrew (g, Toronto)
a.mayeda@utoronto.ca
PL:20C;AA:CritTh;Cdn
Milne, Heather (g, York)
416 736-2100
hmilne@yorku.ca
Moreau, Bill (senior research
fellow)
bill_moreau@hotmail.com
PL: Cdn; AA: Exploration
Lit, Editing, D. Thompson
Orr, Marilyn (ao, Laurentian)
705 675-1151 x4348
morr@nickel.laurentian.ca
PL: 19C Brit; AA: Women's
Writing; PoCo; African Lit
Pero, Allan (g, Toronto)
apero@chass.utoronto.ca
PL: 20C Brit Lit; AA: Crit
Th; l8C
Polito, Maxy (at, Calgary)

403 220-4666
polito@u.calgaxy.ca
PL: Ren Drama; AA: Law
and Lit; Gender St; Th
Raff, Heather (lect)
416 393-5961
heatraff@enoreo.on.ca
PL: Am; AA: The Novel;
Comp Lit; Cdn Lit
Rauwgrda, Antje (g,
Queen's)
4amr7@qlink.queensu.ca
PL:PoCo;AA: 19C;Cdn
Reid, Hugh (aj, Carleton)
613 520-2600 x2318
hu~h_reid@carleton.ca
PL: 18C; AA: Subscription
Lists
Robichaud, Paul Joseph (g,
Toronto)
PL: Brit Mod
Robinson, Laura (at, RMC)
613 541-6000 x6269
robinsonl@rmc.ca
PL: Gen St; AA: l 9C Cdn;
Fem Th
Sanderson, Heather G. (s,
British Columbia)
604 822-4761
hesander@interchange.ubc.ca
PL: Cdn Lit; AA: Atlantic
(Regional) Lit; Short Stories
Savoy, Eric (ao, Calgary)
ejsavoy@ucalgaxy.ca
PL: Am; AA: Film

Stacey, Robert (g, York)
stacey@yorku.ca .
PL: Cdn; AA: Historical Fie
Sugars, Cynthia (at, Ottawa)
613 562-5800
csugars@uottawa.ca
PL:Cdn;AA:Th,PoCo
Tattersall, Clare (g, Windsor)
claretattersall@hotmail.com
PL: 19C; AA: Female Hysteria
Thorpe, Douglas (ao, Saskatchewan)
306 966-5629
thorped@duke.usask.ca
PL: Vic; AA: Th, Lit & Aging
Traficante, Antonio (g)
PL: 20C Brit & Am, Travel
Lit Esp. on Italy; AA: Ren,
English-Italian St, D.H. Lawrence, Hemingway, Faulkner;
Shakespeare
Tremblay, Gregory (g)
gregoryt@netcom.ca
PL: 19C Am Short Fiction;
AA: Shakespeare
Tschofen, Monique (at, Ryerson)
416 979-5000
mtschofe@acs.ryerson.ca
PL: Comparative Cdn Lit;
AA: 18C New World Exoticism; Film St; Pop Cult; Cult
St; Lit & other Arts
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Visvis, Vikki (g, Toronto)
416 362-4285

vvisvis@chass.utoronto.ca
PL: Cdn; AA: Cdn Women's
Writing, Contemp Crit Th
Wallace, Christina (g, Windsor)
519 253-3000

jwallace@mnsi
PL: 18C; AA: Cult Th; History of the Book
Ward, Lisa (g, Alberta)
780 492-5937

lisa@subatomichumor.com

PL: Mdv; AA: Fem Cultural
Materialisms
Warren, Jonathan (at, York)

Williams, David (p, McGill)
514 398-4433

ciww@Musica.McGill.ca
PL: Mdv; AA: Th

416 736-2100 x30870

jwarren@yorku.ca
PL: Modernism; AA: Am
Prose, Crit Th, Memoryffime
Narratives, Henry James, Paul
De Man, Jacques Derrida
Wilder, Georgia (g, Toronto)
gwilder@chass.utoronto.ca
PL: 17C; AA: English Civil
War, Rest Satire, Early Mod
Women, Pamphlet Lit, Milton

*Please note that revisions to
the original directory have
been posted on the ACCUTE
website.
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News of Members
Mary Chapman (University of British Columbia) has recently published an edition of
Charles Brockden Brown's Ormond (Broadview Press) and, with Glenn Hendler, a
collection of essays entitled Sentimental Men: Masculinity and the Politics ofAffect
in America (University of California Press).
Lilian Falk (Saint Mary's University, retired) with co-editor Margaret Harry, has just
published The English Language in Nova Scotia (Roseway Publishing, Lockeport
NS, 1999). The book features a historical introduction and twelve chapters on various aspects of English in Nova Scotia, including two chapters which deal with the use
of Nova Scotia dialect in literature.
Patricia Merivale (University of British Columbia) and Susan Elizabeth Sweeney
(Holy Cross) are co-editors of the recently released Detecting Texts: The Metaphysical Detective Story from Poe to Postmodemism (University of Pennsylvania Press,
1999), which offers essays on Poe, Chesterton, Borges, Fiann O'Brien, Nabokov,
Gombrowicz, Robbe-Frillet, Perec, Pynchon, Auster, and many others.

Bernard O'Dwyer (Memorial University of Newfoundland) has recently published
Modem English Structures, a concise but comprehensive overview of the most basic
as well as the more complex elements of English grammar. Uniquely, O'Dwyer distinguishes between formal categories (noun, verb etc.) which treat what a sentence constituent IS; functional ones (subject, predicate, complement etc.) which refer to what
a constituent DOES, and positional categories (nominal, verbal etc.) which deal with
where a constituent GOES, dependent on both of the other categories.
The Exercise Book parallels the text and provide useful training both in memorization and in higher-order thinking skills. Together, text and exercise book make an
ideal package for introductory courses on English grammar.

Of interest to ACCUTE members: The Great Plains Quarterly Special Issue on Margaret Laurence was published recently by the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.
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Noreen Golfman, President
Representative to the HSSFC (incoming)
English Dept.,
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, NF AlC 587
(709) 737-4405
ngolfinan@morgan.ucs.mun.ca

Stella Algoo-Baksh, Secretary-Treasurer
English Dept.
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, NF AlC 587
(709) 737-8067
sbaksh@morgan.ucs.mun.ca

Shannon Hengen, President-Elect
English Dept., Laurentian University
Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6
(705) 675-1151 x4
shengen@nickel.laurentian.ca

Tracy Ware, Member at Large
English Dept., Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
(613) 545-2153
tw5@qsilver.queensu.ca

Ronald Tetreault, Member at Large
English Dept., Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5
(902) 494-3494
tetro@is.dal.ca

Mary Griffin, Member at Large
English Dept.
Kwantlen University College
Surrey, BC V3W 2M8
(604) 599-2187
maryg@kwantlen.bc.ca

Sherrill Grace, Chair of CACE
English Dept., University of British Columbia
#397-1873 East Mall
Vancouver, BC V6T 121
(604) 822-3174
grace@arts.ubc.ca

Mary Jane Edwards, Editor of ESC
English Dept., Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON KlS 5B6
(613) 520-2367
mjedward@ccs.carleton.ca

Frank Davey,
Representative to HSSFC (outgoing)
English Dept.
University of Western Ontario
London, ON N6A 3K7
(519) 661-3403
fdavey@uwo.ca

Batia Boe Stolar, Graduate Student
Representative
English Dept.
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, NF AlC 5S7
c77bbs@morgan.ucs.mun.ca

Benefits of Membership
As an ACCUTE member, you gain:
• a political voice in a nationally recognized society (the largest humanities
association in Canada)
• membership in the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of Canada (HSSFC),
which funds our scholarly journals and lobbies on our behalf to SSHRC and Ottawa.
• access to the annual conference, next year in Edmonton
• eligibility for travel assistance to present at the conference
• a subscription to the quarterly ACCUTE Newsletter, which features articles
about current issues, scholarly and professional concerns, exchanges of opinion,
key announcements, calls for papers, and news of members
• a subscription to the quarterly journal English Studies in Canada
• access to ACCUTE's website resources, which include a listing of academic
employment opportunities in Canada
• access to ACCUTE's listserv, a forum that encourages discussions on a
variety of issues relevant to college and university English instruction and research
• a copy of the annual ACCUTE membership Directory

Additional Information
To Be Completed by Those Applying for Household Memberships
Second Householder's Name:
D Renewal D New Member
Institution and Address:

---------------~
-----------------~

Postal Code
-----------------------Phone (work): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (home): _
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fax:

Email:

--------------

Professional Designation: D Professor D Associate Professor
D Assistant Professor D College Professor D Graduate Student
P Sessional D Retired Faculty D Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Main Area of Specialization: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Additional Areas:

--------------------

ACCUTE 1999-2000 Membership Form
Member's Name:
------------------~
D Renewal D New Member
Institution and Address:

---------------Postal Code
---------------------Phone (work): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (home): _
_ _ _ _ _ __
Fax:

Email:

------------

Professional Designation: D Professor D Associate Professor
D Assistant Professor D College Professor D Graduate Student
D Sessional D Retired Faculty D Other:

----------

Main Area of Specialization: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Additional Areas:

-----------------~
r

I enclose:
D The regular membership fee of $75
D A $5 donation to be directed to the Humanities and Social Sciences
Federation of Canada
D The reduced membership fee of $40 (sessionals, part-time faculty,
graduate students, retired faculty, underwaged)
D The household membership fee of$125 (two memberships, one ·
subscription to ESC). Please also complete the form on the reverse.
D The three-year membership fee (1999-2001) of $19.5 ·•
Please detach and send to:
Stella Algoo-Baksh
Secretary-Treasurer
ACCUTE, Department of English
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, Newfoundland AlC 5S7
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